ITEM NO.: 303-01: DEPTH 10-12 INCHES
ITEM NO.: 307-02.08: DEPTH 2 INCHES

RAMP 1
DITCH ON LEFT SIDE OF RAMP PAVEMENT EXISTING
NOTE: SLOPE TEMPORARY AS PER TYPICAL SECTION
PROP. PVMT WIDENING SHEETS 2C,2E-2G

EXIST.

TEMP. PAVEMENT WIDENING SR33 LANES EXIST. SB MATCH EXIST.
PORTABLE BARRIER RAIL RAMP 1 CONST (PHASE 1)
0.02' \\
0-23'
2.25'
18'
DETAIL B

DETAIL A

M A T C H E X I S T .

TRAFFIC CONSTRUCTION.
FOR PHASING OF SEE SHEET 21B-1 RE-ALIGNMENT.
DUTCH VALLEY CONSTRUCT
LANE 4'-6'
SHLD
AS PER TYPICAL SECTION PROP. PVMT WIDENING SHEETS 2C,2E-2G
PROP. BASE STONE SR33 LANES AS NEEDED TO REPAIR MILL AND PAVE SHLD.

WARNING LIGHTS WITH TYPE "A" TYPE III BARRICADE

ROAD WORK I-640 EB END AHEAD ROAD WORK
ROAD WORK
G R A S S

WARNING LIGHTS WITH TYPE "A"

R11-2 48"X30" ROAD WORK AHEAD ROAD WORK
G20-2 48" X 48" 2 MILES
W20-1 48" X 48" ROAD WORK Navigator AHEAD ROAD WORK

1 MILE
ROAD WORK
ROAD WORK
36 X 18"
ROAD WORK
G20-1 48" X 24" ROAD WORK

WARNING LIGHTS
R2-1 48"X60" WARNING LIGHTS WITH TYPE "A"

G20-2 36" X 36" WARNING LIGHTS

W20-1 48" X 48"
ROAD WORK
ROAD WORK

45 MB MB MB
ROAD WORK NAVIGATOR AHEAD ROAD WORK

1000'
ROAD WORK
ROAD WORK

600' TEMP BRO

A MOUNTAIN ROAD WORK NAVIGATOR ROAD WORK

1000 FT ROAD WORK
ROAD WORK

1 MILE
ROAD WORK
ROAD WORK

1 MILE
ROAD WORK
ROAD WORK

36" X 36" WARNING LIGHTS

W20-1 36" X 36" WARNING LIGHTS

48" X 30" WARNING LIGHTS

48" X 60" WARNING LIGHTS

48" X 24"
ROAD WORK NAVIGATOR ROAD WORK

ROAD WORK NAVIGATOR AHEAD ROAD WORK

ROAD WORK NAVIGATOR ROAD WORK